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relief to new heights, each of the new works extending up to
four feet into the space of the room. Their energy is of a differ-
ent order from the glitz and disco beat of the lndian Birds and
from the f renetic. endlessly racing rhythms of the Circuit Ser-
ies. Exotic plumage and circuitous racetracks as frames of ref-
erence have given way to crystalline structures. These new re-
lief s are playf ul yet dignif ied, tending toward greater introspec-
tion. each work caught up in an intense dialogue of internal
parts. With their light-ref lective metal surfaces and their more
pronounced strength and physicality, Stella's new works can
more accurately be described as sculptures than as paintings,
an identif ication which will later, however, be qualif ied.

The works of the South African Mine Series are exercises in
f ound shapes, assemblages of castoffs from within Stella's own
art. incorporating metal sheets and f ragments that had been left
over f rom the fabrication of earlier series of metal reliefs.and
f rom the making of the collaged metal plates used forthe print-
ing of the contemporary Swan Engravings. ln the new reliefs,
Stella apparently departed from his usual practice of making
drawings and maquettes as guidelines for factory fabrication,
preferring to work in a more direct and improvisational manner
with the materials themselves. The South African Mines may in
fact represent a kind of grand farewell to his 8-year-long
romance with the material of honeycombed aluminum. Having
made its first appearance in his art with the Brazilian Series of
1974, il has served him (and those of us who love to watch him)
well. Stella now exploits his familiarity with the material, his
knowledge of its formal and structural capabilities, to the full,
allowing himself an unprecedented degree of freedom in its
manipulation while at the same time "cleaning house," as it
were, of lef tover scraps.

Despite the greater f reedom of their execution, the resulting
works feature that same mixture of improvisation and control
that characterize Stella's other reliefs. ln each of the South
Af rican Mines, large honeycombed aluminum pieces of a uni-
form thickness and of reciangular or triangulated structure are
used as controlling elements. These forms are either set paral-
lel or at right angles to the wall and to each other, their orienta-
tion shifting f rom work to work. ln Western Deep, tor example,
these controlling elements are found in the forms of two hori-
zontal, expressionistically painted right triangles whose smaller
ends point in opposite directions. The only exception to the
norm is the work entitled Western Driefontein in which these
elements form a giant "X." lnterpenetrating these larger forms
in each of the relief s, moving around them and behind, are light-
er, thinner, more eccentric and playful elements in a wide varie-
ty of shapes, sizes, and surface textures. Stella takes f ulladvan-
tage of the contrasts between these divergent forms so that
each work embodies an internal dialogue that is largely one of
oppositions: thick and thin, straight and curved, geometric and
irregular, flat and bowed, etc. Forthe first time since he began
working in relief, Stella does not simply tilt and angle planes for
surface variety but also curves and bends them in space. ln
Welkum, for example, a curved planar form which projects f rom
the work in high relief is bent in a zig-zag pattern so that it
moves in a broken rhythm through space. ln President Brand, a
majestic, slowly moving planar form with a curved edge is juxta-
posed with a thinner, more gleaming, swif ly moving curved sur-
face which swoops around and partially encircles it, in a play
not only of surface and edge but of weight, rhythm, and surface
texture as well.

ln these reliefs, Stella also concerns himself with cataloguing
the various possible means by which shape can be depicted.
Near the center ol Western Deep is the seemingly "leftover"
form of a smallarabesque, its surface penetrated by a thin, wav-
ering line. The solid shape of the arabesque is contrasted with
the negative shape of the French curve and with the painted
shape of the wriggling snake-like form which appears on the
bowed plane behind it, as wellas with the randomly curving line
etched into the magnesium surface to which it is attached.

Stella plays smooth surfaces against others that have been
chemically etched with either scumbled markings or grid pat-
terns, and he contrasts silver edges with brown. He also ex-
ploits the internal honeycomb structure of his material both for
its decorative lace-bordered effect (echoing the actual table-
cloth templates incorporated into the Swan Engravings) and for

Frank Stella, Stilfontein, 1982. Honeycomb aluminL-
108 x 109 x 65". Courtesy Leo Castelli Galle-,

David Smr:-
Untitled. 193-

Collection Fra'.
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yet another kind of surface, one that is neither solid nor void bu:
somewhere in between.

Noel Frackman, in a review of Stella's Circuit Series,3 repro-
duced a relief by John Chamberlain f rom Stella's personal co1-
lection, suggesting that the "bursting energy and yet contain-
ment" of the Chamberlain f inds an equivalent in Stella's relief s.
noting, however, that Chamberlain's interest in the manipula-
tion of sculptural volumes is foreign to Stella. Given Stella's ex-
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panded sculptural concerns as expressed in the South African
Mine series, another expressionist sculptor is called to mind,
one who, like Stella, was more concerned with line and plane
than with volume and whose sculpture also grew out of his
painted work-David Smith. lt is interesting to consider an ear-
iy, rather unusual sculpture by Smith which is also in Stella's
collection.o lt is a small, expressionistically painted, freestand-
lng work which features a contrast of geometric and irregular
jorms, of solid and negative shapes, and of planes variously
angled in space. Other, later works by Smith also offer parallels
to Stella's new reliefs: the Zigs with their painted surfaces and
{heir contrast of flat, bowed, and tilted forms; the Cubis with
their shiny, light-ref lective surfaces; and such individual works
as 7 Hours (1961) with its play of solid and negative forms.

Ultimately, however, Stella remains a painter, his interests
rooted in pictorial issues. This is evidenced in the new relief s in
:heir variegated surfaces and in their constant, although gener-
ally oblique, references to both the framing edge and the pic-
ture plane. The most overtly pictorial of the new reliefs is Easf-
ern Rand, a work strongly evocative of still-life painting. A large
:ontrolling element has been set parallel to the wall, def ining
:he limits of the framing edge and serving as the background
clane. A second large shape with a honeycomb fringe extends
cutward f rom the wall like a tabletop, while an expressionisti-
;ally painted curving form swings down from behind, suggest-
ng a tablecloth. A narrow rectangular f rame, like that of an eas-

el painting, is attached to the front oI the table and projects
'rom the work in highest relief, so that the whole of the compo-
sition is viewed through and behind this now literal representa-
:ion of the picture plane.

It may well be that by moving into reliefs of an unprecedented
spatial extension and by exploiting in an almost exaggerated
!'nanner every possibility in the contrast of internal f orces, Stella
has sought to actualize with real materials in real space those

dynamic oppositions of movement and form basic to Old Mas-
ter painting and inaccessible to Modernist painting with its d+
mand for integrity of the picture plaRe and f latness of surface.:
Unleashing the forces and tensions of Old Master painting i^
space by rendering them concrete is a Mannerist notion. o.e
that ref lects upon both Old Master painting and Modernism. l:
seems particularly to embody an ironic comment upon the tair:
surfaces and monolithic structures of his own, much earlier ar1.
ln the South African Mine Series, by moving into a more scurp-
tural conception of form, Stella has once again, almost uncanr -

ly, expanded our understanding of painting. Each of the rrer,
works is a gem of many facets, excavated not in South Africa
but in that unfathomable mine that is artistic genius.
'1. Also included in the exhibition were two wooden reliels of the Playskoc S=- =:
executed after the completion of the South African Mines. These worxs a': -:-
considered here as they stand outside the mainstream of Stella's recent :3,: ::-
ment. They reach back to the handful of works in the Polish Village S:..s --
1970-73 which were constructed as unpainted wooden reliefs. depa(.!'-:-
lhem, however, in their greater spatial extension, in their introduclion c' a.. -:-
cal elements, in their Iew, flatly painted planes, and in the incorporalion -:: ; :.
skool Gym of found and cast objects. These playful bul serious neuJ I c'- : n '-
theirmultipleallusionstosuchinfants'toysaswoodenpuzzles.peg3ca':::-:
whirligigs, embody a slrong autobiographical aspect as the artist has a -3r, .,:--:
child at home. Whether lhe Playskools are to be unique in his oeuvrs :. rl-::-=-
they signal new drrections remains to be seen.
2. William Robin, Frank Stella: The lndian Bird Maquettes. exhibiii.- :.::---=
Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1979, n.p.
3. Noel Frackman, "Tracing Frank Stella's Circuit Series. Arts lle5a: ',
1982), pp.134-137.
4- lamgratefultoJoanPachnerforhavingcalledStellasDavidSr-r:-s:-:'----l
my attention. Pachneralso noted, and I think rightly. that the fortc& -: :'='=-:-'
Smith made about his work of the Thirties casts an inter€sting i,-cr: :- S:= = : ::-velopment ol the past several years: "N4y student period was:^ . -,: ,:i u '-
painting. The painting developed into raised levels from the car,;: 3'::-= --:
canvas became the base, and the painting was asculpture. I l'ra;. -.,:'"::-,:- :::
any separation except one element of dimension.... I do nor.e::;-::'-: - -:

where painting ends and sculplure begins. Quoted in Ga.re:: ',,::: . .: l:, :
Smlth, Praeger Publishers, New York, 1973. p.82.
5. I would like to thank Leo Steinberg. whose discussior l' :-='a:: :-:- : :t
tween Stella's new relie{s and OId lv4aster painting enhatrcea -_. --::-l':-: -; :
the work.


